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Test 2:

 Chapter 4
 ALU design

 Chapter 5
 Design of data path and 

control
 Pipelined processor
 Correcting for various 

hazards
 Advanced pipeline 

concepts





32 sub $10, $4, $8
36 sw $2, 2($8)
40 beq $2,  $4, 3   
44 and $12, $2, $5
48 or  $13, $2, $6
52 add $14, $4, $2
56 slt $15, $6, $7



4) Assume the following sequence 
of instructions

32 sub $10, $4, $8
36 sw $2, 2($8)
40 beq $2,  $4, 3   
44 and $12, $2, $5
48 or  $13, $2, $6
52 add $14, $4, $2
56 slt $15, $6, $7
Using the following diagram, 

assuming ($2)= 0x37 ($4)= 0x37, 
show the next three cycling steps:

Repeat a for ($2)= 0x37 ($4)= 0x7
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1-Bit Predictor: Shortcoming
 Inner loop branches mispredicted twice!

outer: …
…

inner: …
…
beq …, …, inner
…
beq …, …, outer

 Mispredict as taken on last iteration of 
inner loop

 Then mispredict as not taken on first 
iteration of inner loop next time around

BranchNot branch





2-Bit Predictor 
If the branch is taken, we have a penalty of one cycle
For our simple design, this is reasonable
With deeper pipelines, penalty increases and static 

branch prediction drastically hurts performance
Solution:  Use 2-bit branch prediction

Only change prediction on two 
successive mispredictions



More-Realistic Branch Prediction
Static branch prediction

Based on typical branch behavior
Example: loop and if-statement branches

Predict backward branches taken
Predict forward branches not taken

Dynamic branch prediction
Hardware measures actual branch behavior

e.g., record recent history of each branch
Assume future behavior will continue the trend

When wrong, stall while re-fetching, and update 
history



Branch Prediction
 In deeper and superscalar pipelines, branch 

penalty is more significant
Use behavioral branch prediction

Branch prediction buffer (aka branch history 
table)

Indexed by recent branch instruction addresses
Stores outcome (taken/not taken)
To execute a branch

Check table, expect the same outcome
Start fetching from fall-through or target
If wrong, flush pipeline and flip prediction


